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offers centralized management. The inputs are configured on
the controller for the AP to operate in desired frequencies with
respect to its client

Abstract
Wi-Fi Access Point (AP) plays a vital role for wireless
transmission of data, prominently in IT sectors, Education
Institutions, Business units and home applications etc. The
major Wi-Fi technology published by the IEEE is the 802.11s
Mesh Technology. This IEEE standard amends the Mesh
Topology into the Wi-Fi Access points. Hence, a Wi-Fi Mesh
Network model can be deployed only for indoor applications.
On the other hand, each network model leaves behind a
loophole, leading to a point of better strategy analysis. The
disadvantages encountered in the current Wi-Fi Mesh model
are related to the following factors i.e. less Bandwidth
utilization, Low Range and throughput. To overcome the
drawbacks of the existing model a Point-to-Point (P2P) Mesh
communication model has been proposed. This model operates
on a Master-Slave approach, by changing the hierarchy of WiFi Access Point Topology. In this proposed model, effective
use of algorithms like Simultaneous Authentication of Equals
(SAE), Authenticated Mesh Peering Exchange (AMPE) and
Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) has been made for
layered security, Peer and Dynamic path discovery in the RF
environment. On Comparing the existing and the proposed
model, the Wi-Fi P2P Mesh model exhibits a better
performance with respect to Data Rates, Effective Bandwidth
Usage, Quality of service (QoS) and throughput. The expense
to lay the P2P setup is comparatively lower than the former.
The Range of data transmission undergoes a major
improvement. Hence this proposed model can be deployed
majorly in outdoor arenas i.e. Parks, Parking lots, Forest and
Deserts.

Fig -1: Access Point Hierarchy with Controller and Client
When the IEEE 802.11s Standard of Mesh is integrated into
Access Point, the network topology becomes efficient. This is
the current model known as Wi-Fi Mesh Model. But, when cost
and outdoor deployment of the current model becomes a
hindrance a need for developing new strategy arises. A new
model is proposed by integrating basic Mesh model with new
security and peering protocols.
The existing system uses the Wi-Fi Protected Alliance
(WPA/WPA2) protocols. The clients and Access Points
become vulnerable to security attacks, when integrated with
WPA/WPA2 protocols. The Wi-Fi data stream, including
passwords and personal data, can be intercepted, decrypted, and
modified without the user's knowledge.

Keywords: Wi-Fi Access Point, Mesh, WPA/WPA2/WPA3,
Point-to-Point Communications (P2P), security, Bandwidth,
Data rate, QoS, Range, SAE, AMPE, HWMP.

I.

The existing Wi-Fi model is restricted to use only a limited part
of the Bandwidth spectrum. The Unlicensed National
Information Infrastructure (U-NII) accommodates only 4
channels for data transmission, which increases the network
congestion.

INTRODUCTION

The data rates achieved in the spectrum of 40MHz - 80MHz is
about 180 -300 Mbps in the existing Wi-Fi model. The
throughput values are not considerably good at this bandwidth.
The Variation in the Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS), tends
to lower the Wi-Fi data rates.

An Access point (AP) is a wireless network device that acts as
a portal for devices to connect to a local area network. Access
points are used for extending the wireless coverage of an
existing network and for increasing the number of users that
can connect to it. Each Access Point is connected to Cloud
Based Wireless LAN Controller (CWLC) which controls the
Access points via the Graphical user interface (GUI). Fig 1
illustrates the Access Point connected to the CWLC, which

In the existing Wi-Fi model the Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) factor tends to decrease due to increase in the
jitters affecting the network. Hence the packets reaching the RF
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been presented for SAE. It supports the ability to trade-off
speed for strength of the resulting shared key. The protocol is
presented in a general fashion and can easily be adapted to any
communications media on which mesh networks are deployed.

Client tends to undergo a certain amount of delay.
The current model becomes a stagnant entity which can be used
only for indoor purposes where the range is 30m to 50m.
The objective is to find a suitable Wi-Fi Mesh model based on
security and peering algorithms and prove that the algorithm
chosen for security and peering computation is better than the
rest.

The 802.11s has a restricted range of 2.5 GHz and 5 GHz bands
for the data coverage. The demand for larger range coverage in
campus, companies, city, and forest deployments are rising. To
bring in range increment, the single hop transmission is
optimized into multi hop, where MAC Layer is targeted for
forwarding and routing capabilities. Paper [9] explains the
limited channels and interfaces available in mesh networking
for data transmission in high range networks. The Unlicensed
National Information Infrastructure (U-NII) accommodates
only 4 channels for data transmission. The U-NII spectrum has
a low number of channels which increase the traffic congestion
of the network. Antennas with less directivity and gain provide
less range interfacing. The above issues are tackled using high
bandwidth spectrum and integrating better performance
antennas. Paper [10] briefs about the traffic load management
in Mesh Wi-Fi networks. Analysis to improve Quality of
service (QoS) are being carried out. Also, decreasing the delay,
with allocation of bandwidths and increased data rates to
improve the throughput fairness is tried out. Paper [11] briefs
about the definition of Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS).
Also, study of U-NII 2 and U-NII 2 extended spectrum for a
greater number of channel allocation have been carried out.
Working with Spectrum coordination in wireless Mesh
networks in different geographical areas is a challenge.
Focusing on the Bandwidth and data rate parameters
optimization for better performance is also tried out.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work in the field of the Proposed Model,
Section III provides an overview of the design and
implementation of the Wi-Fi Mesh computation schemes
Section IV contains the Results and Discussions, along with
comparisons of Speed, Bandwidth and Range utility. Finally,
Section V presents the conclusion and future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Technologies for improving the Wi-Fi Mesh management
networks have been widely investigated in many fields
including economics, sociology, and computer science.
Author in paper [1] explains how to plan a wireless mesh
network topology by employing suitable algorithms and
answers the question as to why Mesh network is necessary in
today’s world. This work also introduces appropriate
mechanisms for Dynamic healing and routing capabilities for
improving bandwidth and data rates. The author in paper [2]
explains how Wi-Fi Mesh networks are used by various
companies to provide broadband home network, area coverage
and connectivity. The Complexity arises by the combination of
wireless technology and wireless nodes. These challenges and
issues must be solved in order to efficiently utilize Mesh
technology. The author in this paper [3] illustrates the
drawbacks in the existing Mesh Framework, i.e. less security,
low data rate etc. The author motivates the development and
acceptance of new protocols to be integrated into the Wi-Fi
Mesh networks of IEEE 802.11s standard. On establishment of
these protocols, many issues related to Wi-Fi Mesh networks
can be solved.

In Paper [12], the author explains usage of secured
authentication key establishment between Access Points and
clients. Fast and efficient keys are used to increase the QoS and
data rates. To enhance the security, a common pairwise key
authentication is required between the nodes. Authors of Paper
[13] explain the key based authentication protocol named
Authenticated Mesh Exchange Protocol (AMPE), The IEEE
AMPE protocol is used in Mesh networks for discovering
peers. This protocol prevents relay attacks from frames to be
transmitted. Valid information is passed to authenticated
neighbors only.

The Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN’s) in mobiles is a
superior technology offering all aspects of services such as
personal networking, social networking, and neighborhood
networking [4]. Due to its distributed nature and multi-hop
environment, a centralized authentication scheme is not
applicable in WMNs. The Broadcast nature of Wireless Mesh
Networks makes it vulnerable to attacks. Therefore, WMNs
suffer from both external and internal attacks which could
decrease the overall performance of WMNs. In paper [5], a
detailed investigation on the security and defense mechanisms
to overcome potential attacks is carried out. Different security
mechanisms are investigated and compared. The author in
paper [6] explains the various security threats and attacks in
Wi-Fi mesh networks. This in turn affects the routing, power
management and peer link management in Wi-Fi networks.
Hence, Re-encryption for data in each packet is done based on
key concepts defined by Simultaneous Authentication of
Equals (SAE) algorithm. In paper [7], the author explains the
suitability of SAE protocol in Mesh topology networks. A
secure, peer-to-peer, and password-based key exchange has

In Paper [14] and [15] the IEEE HWMP protocol is used in
Mesh networks for effective peering and routing The Airtime
metric is the major criterion for this protocol. Energy efficient
HWMP routing schemes are explained in this work. The
performance of HWMP protocol is simulated. From the
simulation result, it is evident that the HWMP Proactive PREQ
method performs better than Reactive (on-demand) method in
terms of throughput, average end-to-end delay and jitter. The
application used is for email and FTP processes. Further
investigation on the impact of different application type on
routing protocol using different routing metrics and integrate
the features that consider application type for path selection
decision is required. However, the authors have investigated
the protocols as a single entity, which only represent the system
level information like packet forwarding ratio, Quality of
Service, energy-sensitivity, capability-limitation, and profitawareness.
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III.

connect. The distance of a P2P link should not exceed 150
meters, for good throughput performance. The P2P acts as a
wireless bridge between the two networks that are connected to
the wired interfaces of the P2P end points.

PROPOSED WORK

The Existing Wi-Fi Mesh Model and its drawbacks as well as
the proposed Wi-Fi Point-to-Point (P2P) Communication
Model which overcomes the former systems drawbacks are
discussed in this section. The security protocols used to
enhance the proposed work are also explained in detail as part
of this section.

The P2P Master AP shown in Fig 3 is typically deployed at the
area of the site that has feasibility for wired connectivity (for
backhauling Access Points). The P2P Slave AP is deployed at
the remote area where it is not feasible to draw cable to
interconnect with the rest of the network. The Access Points of
the remote area of the site along with the P2P Slave is
connected to a Layer 2 switch. The traffic to and from the
Access Points of the remote area goes through the P2P Slave to
the P2P Master and then to the backbone network. The
operating frequency can be set to 5 GHz in the user interface of
the controller.

EXISTING WI-FI MESH MODEL
Existing Wi-Fi Mesh is as shown in fig 2. The operating
frequency permissible is 2.5 GHz or 5 GHz in the user interface
of the controller The Gate AP is connected to the ethernet
Backhaul (switch) and to the controller.
The Mesh AP is the wireless Access Point which scans for the
Gate AP when it comes under the same bandwidth channel. The
MESH AP supports WLAN client connectivity.
Once connection is established between the Gate AP and Mesh
AP. the system uses the regular handshake protocols and is
ready to transmit data packets.

Fig -3: Proposed Wi-Fi Point-to-Point Mesh Model

The new features which are implemented as part of the
proposed work are:

Fig -2: Existing Wi-Fi Mesh Model

1.

The Master AP directly connects to the Slave AP
using the security and peering protocols as the main
bridge.

The drawbacks investigated from this model are:
1.

No proper authentication is established between the
Mesh AP and Gate AP.

2.

The distance between Master AP and Slave AP can be
up to 150m.

2.

The Bandwidth of the spectrum is restricted as only
U-NII (United National Infrastructure) bandwidth
standards are being deployed.

3.

The total range of the network is increased from 500m
to 1Km, which makes it suitable for outdoor
deployments.

3.

Currently 50% of 2.5 GHz or 5 GHz frequency is used
by the client devices within a restricted range of about
30-50 meters.

4.

Enhanced security and peering protocols are used to
enhance security.

5.

The U-NII2 and U-NII 2 extended Bandwidth
spectrum is used to increase the number of channel
allocation to 36.

6.

100% of 5 GHz frequency is attempted to be used by
the client devices within a restricted range about 3050 meters.

PROPOSED P2P WI-FI MESH MODEL
Proposed Wi-Fi Mesh model is as shown in fig 3. The MasterSlave mechanism is adopted in this model. The Master-Slave
approach is exhibited by connecting a wireless network
segment of sites over a short distance. When cost
considerations or site aesthetics hinder the ability to connect
multiple Access Points located remotely over wired backhaul,
the P2P radio link can be used through which the remote APs

Three different kinds of security and peering algorithms that
are used are as listed below:
1.
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2.

Authenticated Mesh Peering Exchange (AMPE).

3.

Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP).

each side views itself as the “initiator” for each run of
the protocol.
3.

In the P2P Model, the Security and Peering Algorithms are
integrated into the Linux kernel of Wi-Fi Access point. Points
listed below briefly explains the details:

SAE is a peer-to-peer protocol which is predominantly
used
in
a
traditional
client-server
(or
supplicant/authenticator) architecture.

1. Each Wi-Fi Access Point has a dedicated smart radio
chip deployed as shown in Fig 6
2.

The Access points are deployed with 4x4 Antenna
acquainted Hardware which is the connecting node.

3.

The P2P Model is developed in a Linux Embedded
Platform using the OpenWRT Terminal.

4.

The Opkg Package Manager is prominently used,
which is designed to add software to stock Firmware
of embedded devices.

5.

The WPA2/WPA3 Supplicants are embedded into the
Linux Kernel of the Access Points using the
OpenWRT platform as shown in Fig 4.

Fig -4: Wi-Fi AP Radio Chipset integrated with Protocols

Fig -5: Process diagram for Simultaneous Authentication of
Equals
Process diagram for Simultaneous Authentication of Equals is
as shown in Fig 5. The process use by the protocol could be
explained using the steps listed below:

SIMULTANEOUS AUTHENTICATION OF EQUALS
(SAE).
WPA3 is the latest version of Wi-Fi Protected Access, a suite
of protocols and technologies that provide authentication and
encryption for Wi-Fi networks. The primary enhancement to
WPA3 Personal is in the authentication process, where WPA3
makes brute-force dictionary attacks much more difficult and
time-consuming for an attacker.

1.

The Slave AP scans and checks for the Master AP in
the allocated Bandwidth.

2.

If the SAE Initiator is not successful, the group
required for encryption is obtained from the
neighboring peers.

WPA3 Personal authentication is a process called simultaneous
authentication of equals (SAE), where the authentication
requires interaction, and only after authentication the keys will
be generated.

3.

If the SAE initiator process is successful, the process
chooses the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) or Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) for
interstate communications purposes.

SAE is implemented on all Wi-Fi Mesh Access Points to
facilitate and promote interoperability. The Master AP and the
Slave AP Authenticate by means of a password. The SAE is a
variant of Dragonfly, a password-authenticated key exchange
based on a zero-knowledge proof. SAE is used by Stations to
authenticate with a password.

4.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a public key
encryption technique based on Federal and elliptic
curve theory that can be used to create faster, smaller,
and more efficient cryptographic keys.

5.

The PWE shall be generated for that group using the
identities of the two Stations and the configured
password.

The properties of SAE can be listed as follows:
1.

An attacker will not be allowed to make more than one
guess at the password per attack. This implies that the
attacker cannot make one attack and then go offline
and make repeated guesses at the password until
successful.

2.

The parties to the exchange are treated as equals, with
each side being able to initiate the protocol. Each side
may initiate the protocol simultaneously such that

Fig -6: Password Element (PWE) generation Block
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interposing itself into the exchange by faithfully relaying
messages between the two Stations.

As shown in Fig 6 after generation of the PWE, each station
shall generate a secret value, random, and a temporary secret
value mask, each of which shall be chosen randomly such that
1 < random < r and 1 < mask < r, where r is the prime order of
the group. The values r and mask shall be random numbers
produced from a quality random number generator. These
values shall never be reused on distinct protocol runs.

3)
The SAE algorithm plays an especially important role
for secure peering between Access Points. Same password is
used for all nodes of the mesh network which are configurable
via the P2P controller interface. Edit of SAE password is not
recommended over the mesh network.

1)
Fig 7 illustrates the Commit and confirm handshake
between Master AP and Slave AP.

AUTHENTICATED MESH PEER EXCHANGE (AMPE).
AMPE is triggered only when the SAE is completed, i.e. the
Pre-share master key is initialized between the Master AP and
the Slave AP. The AMPE uses Mesh Peering Management
frames. The major functions provided by AMPE are security
capabilities selection, key confirmation, and key management.
During the AMPE handshake, the mesh generates nonce and
transmits them via Mesh Peering Management frames.
In cryptography, a nonce is an arbitrary number that can be used
just once in a cryptographic communication. It is similar in
spirit to a nonce word, hence the name. It is often a random or
pseudo-random number issued in an authentication protocol to
ensure that old communications cannot be reused in replay
attacks.
The mesh station shall generate a random value for its local
Nonce. The candidate peer mesh Station is expected to generate
a random value for the peer Nonce, which the mesh Station
receives from the candidate peer mesh Station in Confirm and
Close Action frames.
When peers discover each other (and security is enabled), they
take part in SAE exchange. if SAE completes successfully,
each peer knows the other party possesses the mesh password
and, as a by-product of SAE exchange, the two peers establish
a cryptographically strong key. This key is used with
Authenticates Mesh Peering Exchange (AMPE) to establish a
secure peering and derive a session key to protect mesh traffic,
including routing traffic.

Fig -7: Handshakes for Confirm and Commit Messages.

The protocol consists of two message exchanges, a
commitment exchange, and a confirmation exchange. The
commitment exchange is used to force each party to the
exchange to commit to a single guess of the password. The
confirmation exchange is used to prove that the password guess
was correct.
When a party has sent its message in the commit exchange, it
is said to have committed and when it has sent its message in
the confirmation exchange it has confirmed. The following
rules are ascribed to the protocol:


A party may commit at any time based on the available
peers in the same Channel of Bandwidth.



A party confirms after it has committed, and its peer
has committed.



A party accepts authentication after a peer has
confirmed.



The protocol successfully terminates after each peer
has accepted.

2)
The successful termination of the protocol results in a
Pre-Shared Master (PMK) key shared between the two stations.
An attacker is unable to determine either the password or the
resulting PMK by passively observing an exchange or by
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Fig-9: HWMP Path Selection topology

Fig -8: Authenticated Mesh Peering Exchange

The Path Selection Protocol (HWMP standard) is based
according to the PREQ-Based Proactive method.

Below steps show the establishment of AMPE protocol.
1.

AMPE is triggered once the SAE completes.

2.

The 4-way handshake establishes a Master Temporal
key (MTK), which is used to encrypt all broadcast and
multicast traffic between Master – Slave APs and
client devices as illustrated in Fig 8.

3.

Each Wi-Fi AP generates its Master Group Temporal
Key (MGTK) as soon as the first peer is established
with it, using the AMPE protocol.

4.

Each Wi-Fi AP’s MTK, which is the Group Key, is
shared with all its peers, provided in the same channel
of Bandwidth.

5.

The Slave AP generates its MGTK, Nonce and Link
ID to the Master AP, waiting for confirmation.

6.

Once peer key management is established, the MTK
and MGTK are derived into the Access Points as
shown in Fig 8

7.

If AMPE is successful, a secure link is established
between the Master and Slave Access Points for
further enhanced connection.

2.

When PREQ is forwarded, the node updates the path
metric of the forwarded PREQ message.

3.

Link Metric (Airtime Link Metric standard based on
resources/time consumed for Transmission). The link
metric report or request link metric is submitted to and
from the neighbors. The above Protocols supported is
announced using Mesh Configuration Element of
Beacons & Mesh Peering Management Frames. The
Airtime link metric consumed in the frames is
represented in equation (1).

Where,
O - Channel access overheads time (Physical Layer dependent).
r - Data rate in Mbps.

Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) defined in IEEE
802.11s, is a basic routing protocol for a wireless mesh
network. It is based on AODV and tree-based routing. It relies
on a Peer Link Management protocol by which each Mesh
Point discovers and tracks neighboring nodes.

Bt - Number of bits in frame.
ef - Probability that frame of size Bt, bits are corrupted when
transmitted at bit rate ‘r.’

It is called a hybrid because it supports two kinds of path
selection protocols. Although these protocols are like routing
protocols, in case of IEEE 802.11s these use MAC addresses
for "routing", instead of IP addresses. The two path selection
modes are briefly explained below.

IV.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The results obtained with the P2P model are compared with the
existing Mesh model. The Cisco Packet Tracer tool is used to
set the Master Slave Topology of Access Points as shown in
Fig 10. The Iperf tool is used to pump data traffic from the
Master node to the Slave node.

Proactive Modes: The nodes learn and proactively
maintain bi-directional paths between Master AP and
Slave AP, to build real time networks. Under proactive
mode, we have Pre-request Proactive mode.

The security passphrase key is configured through the
Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the controller which operates
on the SAE algorithm.

PREQ-based proactive mode: is where PREQ signal is
broadcasted by the Master AP. Used to obtain the path to
the Gate node for forwarding of Uplink bearer packets or
NWAM TLS towards backhaul
2)

Each node receiving PREQ computes the Path metric
adding the link metric for the path on which PREQ
arrived to the cumulative path metric present in the
PREQ message as shown Fig 9.

(1)

HYBRID WIRELESS MESH PROTOCOL (HWMP)

1)

1.

Always-on On-demand mode: When the path to a node
is not available, On-demand mode (using PREQ in
broadcast is invoked towards the target) is used to obtain
the bi-directional path. There is no path maintenance in
this mode.
Fig-10: Master-Slave Topology using Cisco Packet Tracer

Below steps are followed to lay the Point to Point setup in the
outdoor conditions.
1.
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Packet Tracer Tool as shown in Fig 10.

packet drop is considerably low as seen in Fig

2.

Connect the Master and Slave Access Points to a
separate switch and a Controller.

3.

Two Clients (laptops) are connected to Master and
Slave Access Points, which acts as a client device.

12. The average jitter is about 0.030 milliseconds which causes
a very minute delay in the data transmission. From Fig 12, the
readings obtained conclude that the system is stable.

4.

The Master and Slave Access Points are placed 150m
apart in the outdoor environment. i.e. Parking lot.

5.

Iperf Tool is used to pump the traffic from the Master
to Slave Access points at different frequencies and
Measure the required parameters.

Case 1: At 40 MHz of Bandwidth.
The allotted Bandwidth spectrum in the User interface of the
controller ranges from 20 MHz - 80 MHz.
A 40 MHz bandwidth is used to check the performance of the
following factors i.e. Throughput, Data rate, jitter and packet
loss.

Fig-13: CPU and Memory Usage of Access Points at 40 MHz

The CPU and Memory Usage of the Access Points are tested
for a period of 24 hours. The output obtained is considerably
good for this outdoor condition.
The kernel of the Access Points remains in stable condition,
without much dip in the performance as shown in Fig 13.

Table-1: Parameters compared at 40 MHz
Fig-11: Master Access Point Throughput at 40 MHz

After laying the setup and selecting the necessary Bandwidth,
the Iperf Traffic is pumped through the Master AP. The data
Rate pumped is about 450 Mbps as shown in Fig 11. The packet
loss is about 0.0057% which is incredibly low. The jitter
observed is about 0.039 milliseconds which is considerably
good at outdoor environments.

Index

P2P Mesh Model

Mesh Model

1

Throughput 445-455 Mbits/sec

Throughput - 180210 Mbits/sec

2

Packet Loss -1%

Packet Loss -2.3%

3

Jitter in
Packets-0.032 ms

Jitter in Packets
-0.120ms

4

RSSI – (-42)

RSSI – (-27)

The Theoretical value for Data rates at this Bandwidth is
approximately about 550-650 Mbps. The Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS) Index Values can be used to determine
the likely data rate of the Wi-Fi connection. The MCS value
essentially summarizes the number of spatial streams, the
modulation type and the coding rate that is possible when
connecting to wireless access points. The slight variation in the
MCS causes a dip in the throughput.

Fig-12: Slave Access Point Throughput at 40 MHz

Practically, the achieved data rate at this link is about 450
Mbps, which is moderately good in the outdoor environment.
The parameters tabulated in Table 1, gives the comparison
between proposed P2P and existing Wi-Fi Mesh model results.

The data rate pumped From Master node is received by the
Slave node. The data rate obtained is about 450 Mbps. The
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From Fig 15, the readings obtained conclude that the system is
stable.

Case 2: At 80 MHz of Bandwidth.
A 80 MHz bandwidth is selected, to check the performance of
the following factors i.e. Throughput, Data rate, jitter and
packet loss.

Fig-16: CPU and Memory Usage of Access Points at 80 MHz

The CPU and Memory Usage of the Access Points are tested
for a period of 24 hours. The output obtained is considerably
good for this outdoor condition.

Fig-14: Master Access Point Throughput at 80 MHz

After laying the setup and selecting the necessary Bandwidth,
the Iperf Traffic is pumped through the Master AP. The data
Rate pumped is about 735 Mbps as shown in Fig 14. The packet
loss is about 5% which is moderately low. The jitter observed
is about 0.032 milliseconds which is considerably good at
outdoor environments.

The kernel of the Access Points remains in stable condition,
without much dip in the performance as shown in Fig 12.

Table-2: Parameters Compared at 80 MHz
Index

P2P Mesh Model

Mesh Model

1

Throughput-730-755
Mbits/sec

Throughput-210-3 00
Mbits/sec

2

Packet Loss-3%

Packet Loss-5%

3

Jitter in
Packets-0.032 ms

Jitter in
Packets-0.120ms

4

RSSI – (-50)

RSSI – (-70)

The Theoretical value for Data rates at this Bandwidth is
approximately about 1 Gbps. The Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS) Index Values can be used to determine the
likely data rate of the Wi-Fi connection. The MCS value
essentially summarizes the number of spatial streams, the
modulation type and the coding rate that is possible when
connecting to wireless access point. The slight variation in the
MCS causes a dip in the throughput.

Fig-15: Slave Access Point Throughput at 80 MHz

The data rate pumped From Master node is received by the
Slave node. The data rate obtained is about 735 Mbps. The
packet drop is considerably low as seen in Fig 15. The average
jitter is about 0.032 milliseconds which causes a very minute
delay in the data transmission.

Practically, the achieved data rate at this link is about 750
Mbps, which is moderately good in the outdoor environment.
The parameters tabulated in Table 2, gives the comparison
between proposed P2P and existing Wi-Fi Mesh model results.
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Table -3: CPU and Memory usage by Access Points
Node Type

CPU

Memory

AP Reset

Master

34%

63%

No

Slave

57%

45%

No

The CPU and memory utilization are considerably good which
is measured for a period of 24 hours. As seen in table 3, the
Access points do not reboot or move into the unstable mode.
Hence the stability of the kernel remains stable without any
network interruption. From the above table inference, the
proposed P2P model yields better results than the existing Mesh
mode.

V.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

Using the existing Wi-Fi Mesh model an enhanced P2P Mesh
Wi-Fi model is proposed using the Master-Slave approach, for
overcoming the drawbacks of Mesh network Wi-Fi model. This
work has successfully recognized and classified the difference
in various factors i.e. Dynamic frequency selection, dynamic
Peering, Bandwidth, Frequency etc. Also, the effectiveness of
the Algorithms like SAE, AMPE, HWMP on the P2P was
tested. Results prove that the P2P model can be used in outdoor
applications which has the necessity of increased range. The
Antenna integrated in the outdoor Access point is 4x4, has been
used to increase the link rate, gain and directivity. The U-NII 2
and U-NII 2 extended bandwidth spectrum for more number of
Bandwidth channel allocation which enhances the Dynamic
healing capability and scalability.
The proposed model can be enhanced further by employing
CSMA-CA timers at the Master and Slave Access Points. This
focuses on Automatic Distance locating of Access Points,
suitable for high Bandwidth, Data rate and range applications.
The Directivity and Gain of the antenna can be increased by
deploying LED in the Antenna hardware of the Access point,
which in turn increases the throughput factor.
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